SPONSORED CONTENT

PRE-SANDED SOLID AND ENGINEERED WOOD
FLOORING PRODUCT ADVANCES AN INDUSTRY
Custom Finish Wood Flooring’s innovative new method of installing
on-site finishing is the greenest for natural wood floors
by Robyn M. Feller
borders. The experienced team specializes in sanding and custom staining to match almost any color of new
or preexisting wood floors, and uses
only top-of-the-line flooring products, such as Bona and Glitsa. Of
note, Custom Finish Wood Flooring
won Flooring Contractor of the Year
awards in both 2020 and 2021.
Perhaps the biggest differentiator
for Custom Finish Wood Flooring,
though, is its recent patent (Invention
#10,501,943) that consists of presanded wood flooring—a transformative product now available across the
country. In 2020 and 2021, this patent
qualified to be nominated for The
Innovation (NMTI), which is the nation’s highest honor for technological achievement, bestowed by the
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National Medal of Technology and
Robert Peterson, Owner of
Custom Finish Wood Flooring.

The use of rustic random wide plank white oak flooring elevates the
beauty of this Lake Geneva, WI, home.
Custom Finish Wood Flooring has been nominated for
the National Medal of Technology and Innovation in
recognition of its patented re-engineered system and
methods that promote progress of science and useful
arts within the building industry.

Design options are virtually limitless. Customers can purchase square edge, micro-bevel, hand scraped edges,
eased edges, all kinds of distressing, hand-scraped, wirebrushed, saw blade marks, even barn wood. Robert notes,
“My micro-bevel/eased edge, for example, costs the same
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Game-Changing Industry Innovation

quality can be achieved nationwide.”

Robert explains, “Custom Finish Wood Flooring has re-innovated the flooring industry with our unique methodology of
installing pre-sanded wood products—saving time and allowing for easy touch-ups without the hassle and expense
of moving furniture and re-sanding the entire floor. Plus,
you’ll never hear that the product is ‘unavailable’ like you
do with pre-finished and all other flooring materials. There
are no large sanders required. This wood is ready to be installed because it’s already pre-sanded for you. It’s great
for individual contractors and mills alike. Bottom line, our
process is faster, greener and more cost-effective.”

www.customfinishwoodflooring.com
(262) 374-5827 / (715) 965-3297
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